
God is good! All the time! As I think back over the last couple of weeks, my mind and
my heart is full. 
New staff arrived at La Anchura in the month of October. We welcomed Jeff & Jalena
Zieset, Connor Stauffer, and Lena Peters. We are so thankful they were able to arrive
safely and thankful for their willingness to jump in with the workload, while so
many of the staff were gone. 
Eric & Julie’s family left for El Chal the end of September to wait for the arrival of
their baby girl, Evelyn Grace, who was born Oct. 14. 
Oct. 9, Andrew & Kerri also headed out to El Chal to await the arrival of their baby
boy, Jubal Andrew, who was born Nov. 1. With hurricane Eta starting to pass through
Guatemala, they needed to wait a few days before they traveled back to the Ranch,
due to cool, damp, rainy weather. 

It has been a wet year and the hurricane brought a lot more rain, causing the river
to rise all around the Ranch. We are thankful the river had a little time to go down
before the second hurricane passed through! Within a week’s time we had close to 6
ft. of water in the woodshop, 39 inches in the chicken house and generator shed, 36
inches in the cow barn, 5 inches in the main house, 7 inches in the shop, 14 inches in
the school house, and 10-12 inches in Mynor’s house. According to the locals, this is
the highest the river has been in history! But God is good! All the time! No one was
hurt in all the work that had to be done, no one was bit by snakes or whatever else
was in the water that we spent hours every day working in, the only animals lost
were a few chickens that couldn’t swim. We were able to save both generators and
keep power on without someone getting shocked! So again, I say God is good! All the
time! Now here we are one week after the water crested, it has gone down
approximately 4 ft. maybe more.  The Bible tells us, in everything give thanks. And I
believe that to do that, we need to see the hand of God even in the midst of storms.
And as the water has gone down, every day we have seen where the hand of God has
protected us and blessed us! We hope to be ready for boys again by Jan. 15. This will
take much work, money, and the river to go down so we can get supplies in. We know
that God will supply all of our needs in his time. 
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What does next year look like? 
We jokingly say we are all back in kindergarten learning our colours. Red,
orange, yellow and green- those seem to be the most important colours of
the year. The colour zones get updated every 15 days. Green is
everybody’s favourite colour this year and seems to be unattainable for
all. Plans for next year are tentative at best, everything is subject to the
zone colour we are in and the Ministry of Education’s final word in
January. While the most probable plan is a mixed schedule, grades
Kindergarten to gr. 3 would not have any online class time. The rest of
the grades would have 2 or 3 days in the classroom with a slightly
shortened day and the others days would be online. We would need to
have all the preventative measures in place. Temperatures taken, masks,
etc. Where possible, we plan to open up several classrooms to have a
larger accommodation. We invite you to join us in prayer, that we could
be in the green zone, so school could almost be back to normal. Online
learning is an option that can work, but our goal with teaching about
Jesus with education does not happen as effectively online as in the
classroom. May God be glorified through His work!

Despite all that was lost this year
“Arbol de Vida” had a dream come
true! On December 4, the school
had their first High School
graduation! Three young students
completed their studies with a
diploma in Bachelor of Science and
Letters with Orientation in
Education. In the midst of a very
difficult year they made it! It didn’t
matter that the crowd was small, the
excitement could be seen on their
faces! With the words of ‘I Saw a
Tree by the Riverside” trilling in the
air, the three marched down the
aisle to receive their hard-earned
diploma.

TREE OF LIFE SCHOOL

Looking at pictures from the school year 2020, brings a sadness to my soul as I reflect on all that was and
all that could have been. The surreal atmosphere of no children, no teachers, no long lineups for snack,
no joyfulness of 200+ children singing, nor soccer balls being slammed around on the field as I entered
the school premises brought a sense of loss. Learning still happened, but teaching/learning via teacher’s
guides and WhatsApp pictures does not fulfill our school’s mission for education. Our teachers did their
best but there will certainly be deficiencies in our student’s education.                                                     



Thank-you for
your

continued
interest and
support in
the work of
the clinic.

A steady stream of patients continue to flow daily through the clinic doors. Diabetic
controls, common maladies and unplanned emergencies enter on a daily basis. It
has now been 2 years since we have had a full time laboratory technician on staff.
The ability to do a full range of lab tests and cultures on location, helps our staff

stream line and safeguard the diagnoses process. We are very grateful that God has
blessed us with healthy staff that show up every day ready to minister, regardless of

the fear and uncertainty surrounding us in the community.

Good Samaritan Clinic
This year brought many changes, some planned and some unplanned. The

worldwide Coronavirus outbreak has affected almost every aspect of the clinic life
this year. Some of the more visual identifiers are the sanitizing station, and the

wearing of masks. Others may not be so obvious but include cost increases because
of scarcity, personnel not arriving as planned and classes and activities canceled or
rescheduled. This year has brought its share of difficult decisions for people, forced
to choose between costly private health care or the free government system. People

who were scheduled for surgery in March are still waiting for those spots to open
up. But somehow with the help of God life goes on and we learn to adapt and

respond to the challenges that come to us every day.
 

There have been some physical changes at the clinic. There were a number of interior projects
that got finished up. The perimeter block and woven wire fence was completed along the back

side. Our electrical system was upgraded. The clinic now has a dedicated line transformer,
which greatly improved the stability of our line voltage. This year we were gifted a new

autoclave sterilizer, the machine that sterilizes our reusable equipment. More recently we
were able to get a refurbished oxygen concentrator to replace an old unit.

Please continue to pray for the health of our staff, as well as our future staff needs.



PRAY:
Pray for patience and wisdom for our team in country, and
also for future team members who are waiting for travel into
Guatemala.

DONATE:
Through COVID, funds have been difficult to get, making it
hard to continue working on projects. Your gift of money will
help us with our operating costs, and in turn we can better
meet the many needs about us. All donations are tax
deductible opportunity's.

VOLUNTEER:
Consider organizing a work group to help with flood damage at
the Ranch. Contact us if you are interested in serving in this way.

The flooding has done some damage to our ranch house and has affected

the schedule for the boys program. Instead of bringing the boys back to the

ranch in early November as we had planned, we now plan to have them

come back in the new year. In this time period, we have decided to take two

or three walls out in the boy's quarters, since they were damaged and

molding, and open it up for the future growth of the program. We will be

patching in some of the other areas in the lower level and want to enhance

the living area. Funding for the new kitchen project will also be needed. For

now we will fix what is falling apart, as the new kitchen is a project that can

be pursued while the boys are here.

We also need to open up all the walls in the lower level due to molding on

and between the walls from the water. We'll open up and ventilate the

drywalled areas and replace the paneled walls with drywall. There will be a

lot of painting that needs to be done then. 

This is a brief update of where the funds will be needed. God bless you for

your prayers over this time! We hope to continue expanding this program,

but the waters have slightly reprogrammed us for the next few months. With

your help we'll get back on our feet. Blessings on all of you!

WAYS YOU CAN HELP?
December 2020

Check out our website: www.junglebreezesyouthministry.org
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